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products & services 
Liberty is a powerhouse for the AV Professional! Partnered with  
WESCO International, a Fortune 500 company and #2 on Barons 500 List.

OUR MANUFACTURED BRANDS

LIBERTY CORE BRANDS

Liberty Wire & Cable, founded in 1991, has been a leader within the professional AV marketplace providing high quality wire & cable 
products. Our full range of bulk and pre-made cable options make it easy to get everything you need in one place.

Intelix has been manufacturing award-winning technology for over 20 years. Intelix Digital & Analog Devices provide reliable solutions  
for switching, scaling, extending and distributing signals for both commercial and residential applications. 

DigitaLinx, in business since July of 2007 producing elegant products that don’t sacrifice technology for the price. Exclusive features,  
simple, elegant digital solutions, at a shockingly affordable price point. HDMI extenders which can be powered from either end, slim  
enough to get mounted behind a flat panel and with ethernet pass-through.

PanelCrafters Custom Plate & Panels, has been providing high quality connectivity products since 1969 for in demand AV professionals.  
We also specialize in custom designed plates and panels that you can create online 24/7 with our exclusive WebBlox online software.  
Find WebBlox at LibAV.com.

Fibertron Custom Fiber Optics has 20 years of assembling custom fiber optic solutions, meeting your most challenging fiber cabling needs.  
In performance, configuration, labeling and packaging, we have prestigious industry certifications in virtually every major marketplace.

With Liberty’s IPLinx you can stream either 1080P and 4K over a 1GB network. Depending on your individual needs you can choose from  
our 2000 or 5000 series. Find out more at libav.com and choose AV over IP Solutions.

WESCO Broadcast and Entertainment services a wide variety of customers and industries including system integration, broadcast networks, 
rental and staging, stadiums/large venues, houses of worship and mobile production. Our commitment to industry leading response times, 
breadth and depth of product, custom products, and logistical services provide our customers with unparalleled customer service and a wide 
range of solutions to help build and maintain their mission critical systems in any environment.

OUR WESCO RESOURCES

WESCO Distribution is a leader in industrial supply with an extensive offering of electrical, data communications, general maintenance, 
repair, operating (MRO) and electrical OEM products. We are more than just an electrical distributor; we are a company of procurement 
specialists, helping customers lower supply chain costs, increase efficiency through WESCO Value Creation and save energy with green  
and sustainability initiatives.

TVC Communications, a Division of WESCO Distribution, Inc., has proven itself to be a valued partner to both the broadband cable  
and telecommunications industries. The strength of our product and brand offerings is unmatched in our industry. We are backed  
by close working relationships with top manufacturers and have a deep understanding of the applications and technology behind  
the products we sell. 

Founded in 1972, Communications Supply Corporation (CSC), a subsidiary of WESCO International, Inc. (NYSE: WCC) distributes a wide  
range of data communications and security solutions from the industry’s leading manufacturers. Together, CSC and WESCO form the  
largest data communications, security and electrical network in North America with nine distribution centers, over 475 full-service  
branches and an international network designed to scale. 

Safety is all we sell. Conney Safety is one of the largest distributors of products and safety equipment designed for people in the  
workplace. Our Certified Safety Professionals have helped customers in thousands of situations. There are few problems they haven’t 
encountered. A call to Conney can save you hours of research and the combination of size and specialization brings you powerful advantages.

VALUE-ENGINEERED DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
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Arrive’s Edgeless Media® architecture is created to provide the ability for systems integrators, IT Managers and Facility Managers to 
benefit from the AV-IT crossover opportunity of merging the wired world of AV with the wireless and cloud of IT.

The catalog of products includes sound reinforcement systems; emergency communications systems; intercom/telecom products; 
residential infrared electronics; sound masking systems; IP addressable public address system technology, electronic equipment 
cabinetry; indoor/outdoor loudspeaker systems; microphone stands, speaker stands and accessories.

For more than 90 years, our company has been mastering the challenges of an ever-evolving business environment.  
Tripp Lite offers more than 2,500 products, ranging from network-grade UPS systems to cables for every application.

Celerity Technologies develops high performance, easy to use fiber optic products for residential and commercial AV systems. 
Detachable Fiber Optic HDMI is successful with professional AV installers for single and multi-room video systems. Celerity’s sleek, 
thin fiber optic cable with detachable connectors and high bandwidth makes it easy for installation and provides the ultimate video 
performance.

Broadata Communications, Inc (BCI), a privately held, California-based corporation, quickly developed a reputation as a leading and 
innovative company specializing in the development of market-driven products for the transmission of digital multimedia (video, 
audio, and data) over fiber.

For over six decades, PPC's professional broadband, telecom and satellite products have delivered signal-behind-the-walls of over 
100 million homes. PPC® created the Perfect Path™ line of in-home cable and connections, finally completing a Perfect entertainment 
signal from its cable/satellite inception to the back of the HDTV.

Niveo Technology, a European company backed by over 15 years industry experience. All products are conceived, designed and perfected 
by a dedicated team of overseas industry professionals. Niveo Professional is not a "One-size-fits-all" IT product vendor. The Niveo 
Professional portfolio is specifically designed for the custom install market.

Since 1984, Hosa has provided cost-effective, high-quality cables in the terminations and lengths required for performing musicians, 
recording studios and video applications. Similarly, the company offers an extensive collection of connectors and adapters that 
enables one to integrate their equipment into most any environment.

Gepco, a global leader in development, design, manufacture, marketing and distribution of copper, aluminum and fiber optic wire and 
cable products for the energy, industrial and communications markets. Gepco has been an industry-leading brand of studio, stage and 
broadcast AV cables and cable assemblies for 30 years.

Since 1995, SP Control has revolutionized audiovisual control technology with its innovative, easy -to-use, and inexpensive products for 
classrooms and conference rooms. PixiePlus, PixiePro, NRC, AmpLinc AV control systems, as well as, the Doceri tablet-based interactive 
whiteboard system used by teachers and presenters worldwide–get out from behind the podium, move around the room and engage 
audiences with live annotated presentations.

Reach specializes in the development, manufacture, and marketing of multimedia recording and streaming systems. Our products have 
FCC, CE, and other certifications to meet international standards. Reach continuously provides customers with comprehensive solutions 
widely used in the fields of Education, Healthcare, Training, community outreach, and numerous other AV over IP Capture applications.

DisplayTen designs turn key, huddle space solutions to simplify collaboration for the next generation workplaces.  DisplayTen’s  
cable-free collaboration solution allows users to share content on the 55’’, 70’’ and 84’’ interactive displays. It also features a pen and 
eraser with zero latency, 10-touchpoint integration, two way control between DisplayTen and your Mac and PC, as well as an elegant 
modular design. “Intelligently Simple Collaboration”

P R O F E S S I O N A L
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Providing one of the broadest ranges of professional AV products available, Liberty AV Solutions has evolved from being one of the world’s 
premier suppliers of wire and cable into a solutions-based company known for its wide ranging product offering and stellar customer service.  
We continue to lead the industry with our standard and break-through products of bulk & premade cable, connectors, plates and tools but  
also offer power management and rack enclosures, plus an entire line of digital devices when Intelix became part of the Liberty family in 2011.

OUR PARTNERED SOLUTIONS


